Annual Report 2021

2021:
The year 2021, allowed Creciendo Juntos to continue with our commitment of developing projects in the nineteen neighboring communities of Peninsula
Papagayo, which helped to counteract the effects of the pandemic. We were also able to resume some of the actions and activities of the core values:
Education, Technical Education, Volunteering and Donations.
Projects such as “Vegetable Home Garden” and “Painting Hope” continued their execution. They provide support to people in a new and unrelated way to
their usual jobs. They generate a benefit to the communities in the area of inﬂuence.
Thanks to the financial support of Mohari Hospitality, Creciendo Juntos opened a new clinic in Corralillos, Filadelfia. This clinic focuses on preventive health
care for minors, free of charge. Now children and young people, from neighboring communities, have free access to a doctor and a full-time psychologist.
They have started health campaigns, which are workshops and visits to homes and schools.
For Creciendo Juntos, the contribution we can make to the children, youth and teachers of the communities is vital. Starting with the construction of
programs that encourage a comprehensive and up to date education, with technological tools, internet connection, learning English and the delivery of
materials that facilitate education.
Here we present a summary of our main actions for the year 2021, they fill us with satisfaction, gratitude, and urge us to continue striving for those who have
placed in our hands their desires and motivation to continue growing. Our commitment is to continue working in a better environment every day, seeking the
well-being of people, and the transformation of Guanacaste’s communities. Focused on this philosophy, we now work on the challenges and needs that lie
ahead to continue building a better tomorrow.
Elsa Bonilla, Director of the Growing Together Association.

Introduction:
In the year 2000, Ecodesarrollo Papagayo, S.A. assumed the Peninsula Papagayo tourism and real estate project, on the northwest coast of Costa
Rica. It opened a liaison office to establish relationships with neighboring communities and identify their needs.
For the project to have scientific support, a study was carried out. It concluded that the low level of education, the poor training of residents, and the
low value they gave to education, severely limited their ability to participate in the growth of the economy.
In response to this problem, Ecodesarrollo Papagayo S.A. established just over 20 years ago, the community relations program “Creciendo Juntos”,
which had the task of supporting the improvement of the quality of education, in neighboring schools, as well as helping local communities to
understand the value of education to improve their quality of life.
In mid-2013, the program was transformed into a Non-Profit Organization: Creciendo Juntos, whose mission is to be a collaborative platform that
promotes and channels actions in social investment, education, and health. Creciendo Juntos seeks the well-being of people and the transformation
of communities in Guanacaste.

EDUCATION
•

Regresar Strategy: To proceed with the return to face-to-face classes, we
support the 21 schools in our circle of influence, with materials, supplies, and
necessary requirements to meet the demands of the Ministry of Education and
the Ministry of Health, supported by the Scheinberg Relief Fund.

•

Books for all: Basic core subject books were delivered to 1,071 students in 10
schools.

•

Connected schools: Wiring and Internet connection infrastructure was created
in 10 more schools in our circle of influence, with the aim of providing
comprehensive Internet access to all teachers and teaching areas in each
school. Screens were installed in the classrooms of 14 schools, so that
teachers can take full advantage of technology and students have an
innovative and motivating return to face-to-face classes, all due to the support
of Mohari Hospitality.

Growing into letters: Given the deterioration suffered by the quality of
education, caused by two years of strikes and the pandemic, in August
2021, we created this project. It supports reading and writing, for school
students, who are at a critical point in all the country.
We established an alliance with the University of Costa Rica and the
National University. Their pedagogy students, who in order to graduate
must complete their community work and professional internships, give
reading and writing tutoring to our school students. This project is carried
out due to the financing of the L360 Family group.
In this first stage, 472 students from 8 schools in the Papagayo Peninsula
area of influence were benefited, with the support of 40 pedagogy
students, for four months.

•

ABCmouse: Since 2018, due to Mohari Hospitality’s annual contribution, we
have been supporting the learning of English in schools in our circle of
influence. Through the ABCmouse application, we work with teachers on
innovation and technological resources. In 2021, we provided teachers with an
additional 200 tablets and headsets, so that when the ABCmouse program is
used, each student can have greater access to technology.

•

Workshops & talks: Despite the pandemic, we were able to resume face-toface talks and training, in the last quarter of the year. We had thee
participation of 331 students, 140 teachers and 42 parents on topics of interest:
bullying, how to face fears about COVID-19, prevention of sexual abuse,
prevention of pregnancies, values, management of emotions, empathy, family,
and the use and application of technology in the classroom.

•

Technical education: Thirty six young people were trained as bartenders and
waiters by the VM Institute in our training center.

HEALTH
10th Anniversary of Comunidad Children´s Clinic
In March 2011, an alliance with the Costa Rican Social Security (CCSS),
made it possible to open a clinic for comprehensive and preventive
health care for minors, free of charge.
In 2021, we celebrated our 10th Anniversary. During this 10 years, we
have provided service to 42,400 patients in medicine and psychology
and have partied with 7,000 people who have joined us for health talks.

During 2021
3,815 minors received medical care.

And 3,807 kids and youth benefited from psychological
appointments.

Opening of Corralillos Children´s Clinic

The joint work of Creciendo Juntos, the Costa Rican Social Security (CCSS),
the Filadelfia Development Association, the Municipality of Carrillo, the
Corralillos Health Committee, and the financing of Mohari Hospitality, allowed
the remodeling of an abandoned building since 1996 in the community of
Corralillos Filadelfia. We were able to turn it into a new free medical care
clinic for minors. Finally, after almost a year delay due to the pandemic, the
clinic was inaugurated in July 2021.

To date, 519 children were treated, 181 in medicine and
338 in psychology.

VOLUNTEERING &
DONATIONS
As of the last quarter of the year, we were able to restart our volunteer
program that had been suspended for more than a year as a result of
the pandemic. Staff members from all over Peninsula Papagayo,
homeowners, guests of the Four Seasons and Andaz hotels, are part of
the local development.
We had four volunteer projects in infrastructure improvements
for: El Coco school, El Triunfo school, Obandito school and
Horizontes Experimental Forest Reserve.

We had 40 Donations of: educational material, books, uniforms,
furniture, entertainment items, household appliances, food,
scholarships, houses, construction materials, construction labor,
construction for specific jobs, transportation, computers, air
conditioners, and Christmas gifts, among others.
We received $260,118 in volunteering and donations that
benefited schools, high schools, families and community
organizations.

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Since its inception, Peninsula Papagayo, through Creciendo Juntos,
has developed multiple actions and projects to improve the quality
of life of the people who live in neighboring communities. This is a
part of the implementation of the social dimension of its Sustainability
Strategy.
However, given the effects of COVID-19 and the loss of job and
source of income by countless people, in 2020 the action plan
changed, with several new projects, which continued in 2021, to
address the immediate needs of near communities.

Second Stage of Vegetable Home Gardens
In July, Creciendo Juntos launched, together with the Ministry of
Agriculture and Livestock, the second stage of the Home Gardens project,
thanks to the financial support of the L360 Family group.
Sixty three new families from 8 communities in Guanacaste
participated, reaching a total of 106 families who were the
families of the first stage.
Support was provided in equipment, materials and training
to the participants of the first stage of 2020, to continue their
professionalization. This was funded by Mohari Hospitality.

Painting HOPE
A social project which allowed to provide employment with economic benefits, and above all, support for mental health, unemployed
people. In addition, it allowed the continuation in our communities of infrastructure improvements. This project, was developed thanks to
the support of the Scheinberg Relief Fund.

Seventy temporary jobs were created.

Pintando Esperanza Scheinberg Relief Fund

In 2021, 8 painting, renovation and innovation projects were
carried out:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guardia Police Station
Guardia CENCINAI
Paso Tempisque Park
Paso Tempisque Community Hall
Paso Tempisque Soccer Field
Palmira Church
Artola School
Artola Soccer Field

Food Packages
During 2021, the delivery of food packages to families affected by
unemployment continued, thanks to the support of the L360 Family group, 300
families from the closest communities were benefited in the first months of the
year.

300 families benefited per month.

900 packages of groceries delivered.

Elderly Homes
Thanks to the support of the Scheinberg Relief Fund, during 2021 seven elderly
homes in Guanacaste and one in San Carlos continued to receive support
with economic funds, to face the budget cuts that affected services to the
elderly.

Security and cleaning materials were delivered to protect against
COVID-19.

The elderly homes of Liberia, Nicoya and San Carlos received an Obie
projector, an intelligent device that allows seniors to develop their cognitive
skills. Since the pandemic, certain cognitive games had to be withdrawn. This
device ensures safety, recreation, entertainment and mental health.

Our 20th
Anniversary
In 2021, Creciendo Juntos celebrated 20 years of contributing to the
development and well-being of 19 Guanacastecan communities
surrounding Peninsula Papagayo. Since 2001, the organization has worked
on four core values to promote in the area: education, health, technical
education and volunteering.
During this period, Creciendo Juntos has become a pioneer of what is now
known as public-private partnerships. As a result, institutions have joined
such as: the Ministry of Public Education, the National Institute of Learning,
the Costa Rican Social Security Fund, the Ministry of Security Public,
Ministry of Culture and Sports, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Agriculture,
National University, University of Costa Rica, UNED, North American
Embassy, Guanacaste Conservation Area, private companies and social
organizations.

Social Responsibility in Action Award
The Vegetable Home Gardens Project developed in the communities neighboring the Papagayo
Peninsula received the award for the best project in the category of Public-Private Partnerships,
awarded by the North American Costa Rican Chamber of Commerce (AMCHAM) in the 25th edition of
the Social Responsibility in Action Award.
This project was carried out by Creciendo Juntos, Papagayo Peninsula and the Ministry of Agriculture
and Livestock (MAG), which provides the technical knowledge for the development of the orchards. In
addition, the Scheinberg Relief Fund and L360 Family organizations provided the financial resources to
make it a reality.
Creciendo Juntos and Peninsula Papagayo were also awarded an Honorable Mention
in the Covid-19 Philanthropy category for the projects carried out during the pandemic
to benefit and positively impact Guanacaste communities.
In 2020 and 2021, we reaffirmed and strengthened our commitment to these
communities by executing projects that could meet the immediate needs of people
affected by the pandemic: such as food, employment, protection against covid-19, and
mental health.

WITH OUR WORK WE
CONTRIBUTE
W I T H TO T H E S U STA INA BL E
DE VE LOPME NT G OA LS

We thank our 2021 partners

Península Papagayo Homeowners

L360 Family

